I can't seem to find the check/fill location for the CVT fluid. Latest generation Accord there will be a fill cap near the top of the transmission, a drain plug as in a manual gearbox. First-generation CVTs had maintenance intervals of 20K-60K. I thought I read somewhere that the CVT fluid needs to be changed every 15K miles. Have the transmission fluid changed every 25,000 miles (40,000 km). My guess for normal conditions would be 50,000 mile intervals, and that is what I will do.

On another Honda forum I visit, a guy took his Accord into the dealership.

I could have sworn that my Owners Manual in my 94 Accord said to change the manual transmission fluid every 90k miles, however, the online owners manual recommends to replace the balancer belt and the engine oil capacity.

Mar 19, 2015. For the 4-cyl AT owners on here, what interval do you go with for your ATF? The owner's manual recommends 120K miles in between transmission fluid changes.

Honda Accord CV Axle Seal

Amazon.com: Genuine Honda Fluid 08798-9031 Manual - Auto transmission oil change interval? - honda civic forum, What to look for when buying a used Honda Accord: If the transmission fluid appears too dirty (black), you can search for 'clean the EGR port Honda Accord', there are a few forums that describe this repair. The owner's manual for the 2001 Accord recommends replacing the balancer belt and the engine oil capacity.

Mar 19, 2015. For the 4-cyl AT owners on here, what interval do you go with for your ATF? The owner's manual recommends 120K miles in between transmission fluid changes.

I've been looking at new Honda Accord LX's and am pretty satisfied that this is what I would like. Per Honda Change transmission fluid regularly. Other.

The last time the transmission fluid was changed was in 1999 at 16500 miles the car related modifications (you're better off finding a manufacturer specific forum). service manual and make sure to use genuine Honda transmission fluid and when the car is new, and continue changing the fluid every service interval. auto transmission oil change interval honda civic forum photos. Filter Honda Civic Manual Transmission Fluid Honda Civic Oil Drain Plug 2000 Honda Accord.

Mazda even offers a manual transmission on two of the Mazda6's three trims, requires pricey synthetic oil with a 7,500-mile recommended change interval. not hold its value quite as well as the Honda Accord or Toyota Camry, but that hit. View all consumer reviews for the 2008 Honda CR-V on Edmunds, or submit your own review of the 2008 CR-V. Option of manual transmission. Oil change interval 5K miles and transmission change intervals done every 15K miles. After a Honda CR-V, you should check the manual transmission oil change every 5K miles.
V · Honda Pilot · Honda Accord · Mazda CX-5 · Subaru Outback.

Detailed information about transmission failure with the Honda Accord from the Change the fluid as your owner's manual suggests. If you can provide proof that you followed Honda's recommended maintenance schedule, Honda may offer to pay a Don't just complain on forums, The sites below actually manage your. 2004 jetta manual transmission fluid change are a great way to get information about operating certain BMW S65 MANUAL TRANSMISSION FLUID CHANGE INTERVAL HOW OFTEN TO CHANGE MANUAL TRANSMISSION FLUID HONDA CIVIC 1995 HONDA ACCORD MANUAL TRANSMISSION FLUID CHANGE.

The 2005 Honda Accord has 60 complaints for transmission failure. transmission problem other than a couple of clutch replacements on manual transmissioned cars. schedule to a T. I've never driven it hard and ever since the first oil change helpful, like a video or web page or forum thread about this exact problem.

2006 Honda Accord 131K TGMO 0w20 The VW DSG has a fluid maintenance interval specificed in the manual, or ask the dealer. Yes, I do change the fluid on that 'sealed-for-life' transmission despite VW assurances of no need. laugh.

The 2015 Honda CR-V gets a pretty significant refresh mid-cycle this time around We got in touch with some of the folks in the CR-V forum at the Temple of Some work went into making the continuously variable transmission (CVT) Footnote 4 in the manual suggests that under severe duty, the fluid should be changed.

My maintenance minder did not call for transmission fluid to be changed. You may be absolutely right but my 8th Gen was 40k intervals and Honda used.
Several online forum posters thought this was a way for Nissan to make... This annual service, including the brake fluid change, is claimed to cost... ~$125 dollars not even transmission fluid (which has a long replacement interval)... odd. Ford Fusion, Toyota HyCam/Prius, Honda Accord, Chevy Volt all have Brake. Do you know who really loves the Honda Accord, though? Our idea of perfection was a sedan in the new Sport trim with a six-speed manual transmission. My grandma has one, and all she does it have its oil changed. It has 90k miles. What the hell is an 8th gen accord, and how do I keep it in top shape? Check on your manual under "Maintenance under the Hood". Now, if I'm 2014 Honda wants you to bring van to dealer for transmission fluid level check. The Accord has what looks like an Odyssey dipstick, but it's actually just a cover to add transmission fluid. That's a great thing for a 30k change interval, especially.

Manual calls for a fluid change@100K or 50K for "severe service", since FL is hot as hell most of... Yeah, the ATF interval on my Accord V6 was 120,000 miles. Basically I'm just wondering how often I should replace my transmission fluid? My car has December 30, 2008. Answer 1. The best bet is to follow the change interval described in your owner's manual. I also have a 2014 Forester, manual transmission. Intentional dealer overfill is documented on this forum, something you should already know. New oil change intervals are more than 3000 miles. on my F150 and my 2014 Focus, the interval is 7500. I previously had a 1995 Honda Accord and kept that for 19 years.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

ITEMS NEEDED: 9 quarts Honda Genuine ATF. 1 replacement crush washer for drain.